Design our Logo!

…and win

$100

…and…

A possible design contract for all our graphic design needs! Cards, pamphlets, bumper stickers, buttons, website graphics, letterhead…etc

Who we are: The Isaac Agree Downtown Synagogue, the last remaining Jewish house of worship in the city of Detroit. Check out our website - downtownsynagogue.org.

The vision of the Downtown Synagogue is to be a space for inclusion: where anyone may discover Judaism in a safe and welcoming environment. We envision a place to openly observe and reflect upon our role as Jews historically and in contemporary society in order to be a hub of collective social action for our Jewish community and the community of Detroit.

The mission of the Downtown Synagogue is to be a beacon to the metro Detroit Jewish community in a traditional Jewish synagogue; to act as a conduit for the Jewish return to the city; and to support the revitalization of the City of Detroit through socially conscious programming.

What we’re looking for: A logo that is easily identifiable, catchy, and representative of our organization. It should either work in black and white or have a separate black and white version. We would then use the theme/brand created to serve as backdrop on our internet newsletter, our website and the posters that hang in our windows, our membership forms etc.

Details: Mail your submissions to downtownsynagogue@gmail.com with subject “Logo Design” by June 18th. You needn’t include anything except the image. You’ll keep full intellectual rights to you work unless you win, then we’ll get the rights and you’ll get paid. The contract for design work will be based on the amount of material generated.

P.S. We like our building, doing a Google image search for “downtown synagogue Detroit” should give you an idea of why and help with your inspiration for the design!